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Research question: Is it possible to create a tool that can help companies statistically determine acceptable theoretical batch parameters?

Introduction
• For better control over drug release, many medical devices utilize degradable drug-eluting 

particles to minimize systemic drug effects [1]. However, manufactured batches typically 
are not uniform in size, which leads to a nonuniformity in drug release [2].

• FDA strictly regulates drug dosing. Companies must prove that their drug amounts deliver 
therapeutic effects, but it is difficult to control exact drug dosage in a nonuniform particle 
batch.

• Solution: a computational file that statistically determines the effects of mean, standard 
deviation and percent standard deviation on drug release 

• Save the time and money of companies and the FDA.

Approach
• Create a Mathcad File
• Inputs: mean, standard 

deviation, % standard 
deviation

• Extract slope, intercept, and 
time for 60% drug release 
(log scale)

• Analyze statistical 
significance (DOE) using 
JMP14.

Methods:
• Mathcad File: 

• Added text to relate file 
functionality to theory

• Worked with graduate student 
to observe Mathematica and 
use of a different distribution 
curve

• Literature review for theoretical values
• JMP14

Challenges:
• Determining acceptable values for 

DOE
• Determining range/limits to 

adequately capture enough data
• Program Syntax and limitations

Future Work
• Application to other distribution 

models
• Apply to randomly generated data
• Application to real data rather 

than theoretical
• Research more into other 

reasonable values for 
mean/standard deviation 
(theoretical)

• Utilize other programs

Discussion:
• Visual representations for 

calculations also included in file
• Did not end up using mean and 

standard deviation – used shape 
parameters instead

• Used 4 levels
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Figure 1: Log graph 
for trend of 60% 
drug release

Figure 2: 3D 
visualization 
of drug 
release over 
time and 
radius

Figure 3: JMP14 Trial

Figure 4: Response Time Analysis

Figure 5: Slope Analysis


